1. Fold on the dotted line and glue together.

Then cut the tiny slot-y like lines.

Fold little tabs out. They will be attached to the outside of the hull.

2. Cut the little slot-y lines on each do-hick and stick into (1). The largest goes in the back (away from the tabs) and the smallest nearest the tabs.

Keep flush or lower than top of (1). Trim if necessary.

The tabs will be taped to the outside hull (from the inside) if all of this doesn’t make sense, you can leave them out also. The ship should hold (I think)...

3. Roll then glue or tape to make a tube.

There should be two tabs at the bottom (end tabs overlap to make one). Trim if necessary. Tabs will go into (4).

4. Fold first dotted line down, and tape or glue tab-y things underneath to make a box top. Cut solid lines and place (3) into cuts. Tape or glue tabs underneath.